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The Hierarchy Tncarnates in the Solar Mystery 

MANLY PALMER HALL 

This evening we must continue to pray or your attention and indul
gence in the unfolding of the concept which e began last week and which 
must continue to grow with this series of ~ture lessonso We have already 
introduced to you the great concept of the Mac ayana Buddhistic System)that 
Existence, or Creation, or the unf'oldment o Life, is a progress.i.ve and or
derly motion of Consci.ousness which is an 1.nfolding process; a motion 
which is toward center rather thari away from it; a motion that is to the 
internal or toward the internal life of the human being. We attempted as 
briefly and diagrammatically as we could to explain the basic problem of 
Consciousness as this is expressed in the Northern term Adi-Buddhi,and how 
this Consciousness, of which the Universe is an infinite conditioning, pro
ceedoo . to manifest through a procession of emanations or extensions of 
thought, and we carried these extensions downward from a cosmic level toward 
the more possible level for our understanding, the solar system itself. 

In order to understand the operations of Hierarchy we have to go into 
a little bit of solar anatomy and physiology. Without this we cannot apply 
the Mahayana System succe-esfully. I told you last week that according to 
their System lanets are embrros and only Suns are born, and that the de
velo ment of the soars stem ta es place within the bod -of the Sun itself. 

et us try o 1magine for our present consideration the magnetic field of 
the Sun extending from a center to a circumference and representing this 
enormous field as a circle. Perhaps, dimens.ionally, we should recognize it 
as a globe or sphere. We have also been instructed by these Eastern Sages 
that the Supreme Power of the Sun i. in the circumference of the field and 
not in the center, and that the sa internalizing motion of Consciousness\ 

~ ..-which is called Medi tation_'ii .s the mea s y w c e n .versal Consciousneis 
~ { o e un 1s Ju.sed to pi'!ol!uce what we call the visible sun which is with-
'S ~~ "DI Lhls f1eld and is a conver o ener•gies . rather than he true structure 
~ ~·'t o e un i tse f. rrhe un 1s a vas o y extending well beyond the orbit of 
t ~ ~all the planets and separated by what is calle, i:i;'he Rin -Pass-Not f~om inter-
~ ~'-I::) solar space. ~~~=- ~c.ow,ic. (oi,-l1n1,11.1 ... __ 

~~ Wit.in the bod are olding as odes 
\l · -:-,-t of ons es ~v~efr~~t~.n~1::;n~,.;..:~:;,;~~-t77:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ 
~ ~ t.. y creature or a beingi J. 
.t t .,E 'tion made possible by the • .;;;..:e..,.;;.;;..,,~~~.;.;,;;..;;.;;;.;..;;,;JA.i,.;;...,.~~~~~-:-:;~~:-:--:".'"""."'-,11 

},~ ~ tern. Studying the pTanetary 
h ~-~enbodies, that these bodies surround it and emanate from it as a spectrum 

~~of energy, and that the physical planet itself is the result, again, of the 
~~~collecting or converging of the rays of the planet itself toward a center, J1 which for passing note let us remind you is not in the true center of a sys

,~ tern, but in an offcenter but in a generally central locality. Thus a planet 
is not a globe on which we live. A planet .is a field of which this globe is 

~ only one of seven manifestations. The seven globes or interpenetrating en-
't> ergy fields which consti .tute a planet now come into concept of Hi.erarchy, be

cause we have a problem which we have to face and consider, namely, the state
ment that comes from the Old School ., that the planetary structure is esoteri
cally seven but exoterically five, and that also by a contrivance built upon 
a principle of geometrical symbolism the five has been interpreted to be a 
seven, but the true seven is concealed and is not yet available to us forcer
tain reasons that we will attempt to unfoldo 

In the Mahayana System the Great Power, the Diamo·nd Soul, Va ·rasatt.va 
through Meditation caused to emerge from his own Consciousness, more correct 
ly and accurately to move .from the circumference to the central f .ield of his 
Consciousness, five mysterious powers, which are called the Dhyani Buddhas, 
or the manifestations of Dhyani BuddhL These five, we are told., are the 
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Lords of Creationj.. and we are also assured by the esoteric system that in 
-this Meditation seven were created, but two remained a mystery~ To under
stand that would help us to grasp the entire significance of the structure 
with which we are working . Each planet has seven true bodies, but two of 
these bodies do not belong to the planet itself but are in common among all 
the planets . Therefore, each planet has five vehicles individualized, and 
two unindividualized that remain part of the vehicles of the Sun, or the 
Collective Solar System. Let us then take this thought and apply it. 

Imagine if you can a circle within which is a slightly smaller circle, 
and within that a solar system, each planet divided from the other by a 
series of five emanational bodies, so that each planet consists diagrammati
cally of' five concentric rings; and around all of the planets there are two 
further concentric rings which constitute the Solar Power o This explains 
why the planets are embryos and only the Suns a.re born. In the sequence we 
gave you last time we began with Adi-Buddha, and this corresponds for our 
purpose with the outer circumference of the Solar System, wherein is reposed 
the Supreme Consciousness of the System and from which is suspended all the 
materials, elements and principles required to r-mi.ma te the field which is to 
become the Solar System o This is the outer circle which encloses all the 
planet so Within this is the second circle which is Vajradhara, the Diamond 
Thunderbolt, the Jeweled Power, and Vajradhara represents the 'se wer. 
Within th'is in turn is the beginnin , separate existences in which the 
planets ea .ch begi.n to evolve or individualize its own vehic:lefl, and the 
sphere of th1s individualization is called Va.jrasat tya, the Jeweled Soul. It 
is Vajrasatt,;,awho entering the state of Raja-Yoga, 01' the great discipline 
of internal visuali a ' n causes its own Consciousness to be differentiated 
in Jo five e ta~ing Powers that are called the Dhyani Buddha, Vajrasattva 
is therefore represented in Eastern art as causing ~emerge from his own 
Third Eye, the Pineal Gland_

9 
the five Dhyani . Budd..1-ias o These are the five 

vehicles which planets have individualized and whic hey do not share in 
commono These lower vehi.cles represent a further descent of the Supreme En
ergy into the field of differentiation. 

In order to also understand this more completely, we will learn later 
that the human be:i.ng with his auras, or magnetic fields, is divi.ded in exact
ly the same manners into a series of qualitative energy planes, and that the 
human bei.ng has five of these vehicles individualized and two held in common 
by the Archetype or the Anthropos, the Collective Human Life Wave. This is 
important, as we will find as we proceed, because in the evolut.ion of races 
these two outer vehicles that are not held separately, but enclose or vital
ize the collective, become the thrones of the great Collective Powers within 
which rac:1.al evolution takes place. But for the moment we are dealing only 
with the Solar aspect of this very interesting and strangely consi.stent un
foldment, and the more we contemplate upon it the more mathematical and the 
more sequential the pr'ocedures appear to be, because there is no inconsisten
cy in them anywhere, and no exceptions of any kind at any timeo The unfold
ments may differ in quality and quantity, but the great Master Plan is never 
violated for any reason. Thus the unfoldment must contain within itself the 
complete Pattern of everythi.ng that is conceivable and necessary. This mag
nificent mathematical formula was undoubtedly derived from ancient Brahman
ism, but it was unfolded and developed to an amazing perception and to per
fection by the great Malrn.yana Adepts or Arhats, as they are more commonly 
called in the Northern System. 

Now we have consequently planets that possess five individualizing 
planes, and then share collectively and socially two larger or more important 
planes" Yet .in the exoterlc text to preserve the Pattern it has been common 
to create a Septenary out of the five planes already differentiated, in order 
that we might have a certain Pattern which i.n turn becomes an essential e1e ·
ment of the larger picture. But in the esoteric system the true Pattern is 
revealed through the number of the Dhyanl Buddhaso This is invariably five 
exoter•ically and seven e s oterically; five revealed and two concealed 9 the 
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reasom. being, as the Commentaries tell us j that the Sixth and Seventh are 
the two that correspond to the undifferentiated fields of the Solar Conscious
ness, and therefore they have not yet been separated or individualized as 
vehicles of' the manifestations of sentient creatureso These two correspond 
with Atma and Budd.hi in the Eastern System, or Pure Consciousness as Pure 
Soul Power. These are not as yet conscious in the sense that they are not 
as yet available as a complete and usable instrument of individualizationo 
Man has as yet no archetypal pattern which he can draw upon for these two 
qualities .in the development of individuality; therefore, Consciousness and 
Soul Power still remain universalities in the experience of man. He has not 
yet indivi.dualized vehicles for their mani.festation; he has not yet the 
Sixth and Seventh Rings of the System of which he is a parto 

In the Five Systems, then, that are individualized, certain divisions 
remain and they become rather important to us as we study the mystery of the 
Eartho When we think of the magnetic field we must not consider the physical 
globe itself as a field of energyo The Ancients d1d not so acknowledge it; 
they regarded it as a capacity, as a cup or container into which energy was 
poured, but not as an acti.ve principle itselfo Physical bodies are recep
tacles, not principles; they are symbols; they are crystallizations of exten
sions of power; they are the manifestations of energy, but they are not en
ergy principles in themselveso Therefore, the first of the magnetic fields 
of man is the energy field which has been called the etheric double or the 
vital body and has exactly the same relation to the Earth. The Earth's mag
netic field is the first of its superphysical principles as apart from the 
container which is the material body of the Earth itself. Above the great 
field of energy is the toni .c level, as it is called in the East~ the great 
world of emotion and desire, the tremendous power that gives to us motion, 
emotion, and also practically the whole of our group of faculties responsive 
to esthetics, to music, to form 3 to color, to sound, and the entire obvious 
sensory gamut which is rooted in the planet material, and is so rooted in the 
Solar System in the great field or plane,which is in the Eastern System, 
Kama-loki, or the world of desireo Above this is the Manasic Field, or the 
plane of Planetary Mind, or the extension of Mind into the Great HieJ'.'archy. 
Mind is never to be confused with brain; brain is the instrument of Mind, 
but is the result of the power of the circumference of the mental field mov
ing toward the center and formingthe brain center. All these faculties we 
know, all these perceptions, are the focal point of fields of energies and 
are so understood in the Ancient Doctrineo 

Now if we take these fields, these planes of energy, and d.ivide them as 
they have been divided in ancient times, we can then extend the number of 
these planes in order that we may have the necessary Septenary within our 
own structureo For symbolical purposes we ignore the fact that the physical 
body is not a principle and call it One, the .etheric Body Two, of the planet 
or the individual, it makes no differenceo Then we take the Kama-loki, or 
the kamic plane of desire and divide it into a higher and lower part, which 
gives us Three and Fouro Then we take the Mana~ic Field and divide that 
into a higher and lower part, Rupa and Arupa-Manas, which gives the Sixo Then 
we take the principle of indivi.duality in man himself and we call that the 
Seven, cr,eating a. Septenary which is not actually complete, being only a Sep
tenary from the level of Mindo It is a Mind-born division of the consti •tu
tion of things} but it creates an apparent Septenary where only five elements 
are actually allowable . 

In this way we come to another important problem. I told you that from 
the circumference of the Sun downward we have first Adi-Buddha.. then Vajradh
ara, then Vajrasattva, that break up on the facets of the Great Jewel and 
become the five Powers. This gives us a further clue as to the nature o.f 
Vajrasattva, or the Di.amond Jeweled Self O I told you before that the Indian 
word Sattva does not correspond with our Western term Egoo In the System of 
Mahayana we do not have an unchangeable and unperishable ego at the root of 
organized compounds; i.n other words, what we Westerners term Spirit, whether 
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it is the Solar Spirit.i the Cosmic Spirit, or the Human Spirit, is not con
sidere d as a flxed entity, or an eternal, unchanging power through which 
change is accomplished o In the Eastern System Sattva is a focus of Conscious
ness, a focus of Universal Consciousness, subject to change, mood, and the 
vicissitudes of the Meditational Process, by which the nature of the Self it
self is constantly changing, rather than merely the vehicles or manifest a
tions of the Self being suscept i.ble to change. 

Vajrasattva as the Diamond Soul of the World is enthroned on the level 
of' Arupa-Manas. In other words,is seated in higher mental action. It is lo
cated on that sphere of the Earth's development which is corresponding to the 
circumfe rence of the mental nature~ because the Mind and all the vehicles be
low it combine together to form the individualitJ7 . and the personality, while 
the two higher parts cannot individualize and are the universality or poten
tial Cosmic Consciousne ss of the Being, whatever it may be. In the sense of 
the Solar System Hierarchy is represented in the unfoldment of the organized 
existence as functioning in and out the substance of the Solar Mindo Now we 
have to be extremely careful in our use of the word Mind. . The English term 
does not carry the same implication as the Oriental term, Manaso In our 
Western thought mind is a purely mental process. We think of the mind as a 
kind of machine, or something that is exceedingly limited and. produces a 
kind of mentation which is often sterileo we think of the mind as merely the 
invest igator, always seeking for something bigger than itself which it can 
never hope to contain o That is not the Eastern idea of mind at all. Mind 
is not an intellectual polarity constantly struggli.ng with the emotions, or 
frustrating them, or being frustrated by them, in a complication of personal
ity or universal pressure. 

The word Mind in India, coming from Manas, has almost the identical 
meanin g as man himself . It actually represents what is intimated by the 
capacity of a creature to annoy itselfo The Manas is the Self-knower. Now 
this is of course a tricky statement, and there is no one that knows better 
that it is tricky; he knows exactly what he is saying and how utterly confus
ing t hat statement could theoretically and practically be, because we have 
just finished the statement that the Self is not an unchangeable entity or 
unit. Therefor•e, the Knower of the Self does not necessarily mean the Knower 
of Al lo It does not necessarily imply Universal Consciousnesso The Self
Knowet is only capable of achieving dominion over the five circles that have 
been indivi.dualized within the System at the present time , The Self-knower 
is not necessarily the Tr•uth-kno wer 01• capable o.f solving the Universal Mys
tery. The purpose of the Self-knower is not to solve all things, but to ac
quaint man with the true state of himself in all things o In other words, it 
can be a very disillusioning experience. It is the power of orientation 
within the Pattern so that what we term the highest available knowledge with
out certain extrasensory Powers is the individual experiencing the fact of 
his own place in the Plan . It does not necessarily imply that he will exper
ience the whole Plan, but he is capable through the Mind of becoming aware 
of what he knows, and of what he does not know; not only of what he is, but 
an apperception witnout experience of what he is not. It is not the experience 
but the apperception without experience of certain things. 

The circumfer •ence is composed of a quality of Consciousness that is root
ed in the power of Self-knowing , That is a level, and in a little while we 
shall see why these levels are of the greatest importance to Hierarchy, be
cause Hierarchy is nothing more no~ less than a diagrammatic effort to reveal 
the Consciousness of the level, and in order to reveal this Consciousness the 
Mahayana Buddhist reminds his disciple that these levels are themselves vast 
units possessing the actual Consciousness innate in that level itself. So 
what we call Dhyani Buddhas are really the per·sonifications or the symbolical 
embodiment of levels of Consciousness. They are not per.•sons, they are not 
Beings in this Western sense of Gods; they are merely symbols of Universal 
impersona l facts. Mostly, the Dhyani Buddhas are the symbols o.f the exper
ience of these facts; not · the facts that exist, but the consciousness of the 
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facts, th.e participation in the facts, so that they are known by Conscious-
ness rather than Mind or motive. · 

In the development of the Hierarchy System, let us assume for a moment 
that we will eliminate the two great circles that are held in common by all 
the planets, the Atmic and Buddhic sheaths of the Solar System 1 the great Va
hans or Vehicles, and consider among the five that represent that which can 
be experi.enced from the level of the Knower downward, or from the state of 
the Sattva to the state of the Non-identity., or the absence of the sense of 
recognition., realizat.ton or participation. In the Northern System the circle 
of five of which the center is the Earth is distributed among the Powers of 
the Dhyani Buddha. They are usually shown in what is called the Great Square. 
Four of the corners of the world, s·ocalled, are at the four Cardinal Angles 
of the Circle and the fifth in the center. These constitute together the 
Meditation Plan,or the Mandala, or that part of the Solar System which can 
be experienced., We shall learn later why one is placed in the center and how 
that beg.ins the cycle o.f rec:api tula tion on another level, but at the moment 
these five constitute the modes of real.ization which become the planes of ac
tion for creatures of different modes of realizat.iono In other words, the 
worlds are the moods of the Dhyani Buddhas. Each one holds a conviction and 
conviction becomes a world as long as it is held. The moment it is released 
the -world dissolves that particular plane from which that realization i.s de
rived. So, as the Easterners say, the Five Planes of Mind, Emotion and Ener
gy, wi th their divisions., are really the levels of the Five Yogas. Each of 
these great Powers holds an internal realization that becomes one of the five 
vehicles or bodies of a planet . 

In order to go a li ttJB further with this we wi.11 have to diverge in an
other direction, because these unrelated things have to be :related before the 
pictur e is possible, and without this relationship we cannot hope to grasp 
the thing we are attempting to do. Remembering always that these Powers are 
at the c .ircumference, actually, moving in toward a state of not knowing, sub
merging Consciousness in illusion, but merging Reality, reducing it and reduc
i.ng it and reducing it, and being absorbed in the reduction themselves until 
they ,Jease in the formation of the material structure o.f thingso So that all 
matter is the Infinite compression of Consciousness, or tb.e Infinite reduction 
of it::, All-~nowing into the state of Not-knowing, the absorption of the Con
sciousnes s into the negation of itself, the ultimate end of which is a seed or 
seminal power which is capable of bursting and rel.easlng everything that has 
been locked in it. The process of this bursting and releasing being the great 
evolutionary motion of the flowing of Center back to the state of Circumference. 
The diagrammatic figures of these motions are found in the ancient writings 
and images and symbols. The Earth, as I suggested to you last time, being an 
embryo is still bound to the Sun, which is the source of its nutrution, and 
will remain bound to the Sun unti .l it completffi as an entity of realization 
certain processes which are involved in the Universal growth of all things. 

T%s planet with its Magnetic Field descended like a luminous jewel in 
Space, 8created or brought i.nto exi.stence from the circumf'erence by a con
v1.ncing power until fi .nally the physical earth was fashioned, sol:i.difie d or 
condensed, and in it was bound by the Creat1.ng Consciousness everything that 
was necessary for the absolute ferti.lity of thi.s substance, for so great was 
this contain.ing, or so great the pl'.'essure, that it brought about by shea:> Con
sciousness alone the phenomena that the fiss.1.on of an atom by our present 
knowledge of atomics releases only an infinitesimal portion of that energy, 
~ecause the energy is not only material energy but also energy in Atomic and 
.anasic Fields, or Soul and Mind energy 9 which are also locked in those min

ute units, each of which is a microcosm or miniature of the enti.re, of which 
there is no essential divergence in pattern or design. The planet susp ended 
as it is was represented by the ancient Egyptians as a cross-section of an 
onion, because they re cogni.zed it as stratified wi.thin, magnetically, even as 
its magnetlc fields on the outside are stratified out lnto Space. Every one 
of the Magnetic Fields that surround the Earth is reflected into the Earth 
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itself, where it has a magnetic polarity on a lower level. These internal 
zones within the planet correspond in their purpose to the vital organs in 
the human body_. which are in turn the negative poles of the Magnetic Field 
outside the human body . The function of all organic structure in nature is 
due not to the actual structure, but to the Magnetic Fields which lie behind 
that structure and are the reasons for :tts individualization .. and devf?lopment. 

So as man has certain vital organs necessary to his manifestation, so 
the Earth has these stratified fields which correspond to hi.s organic structure 
and by which it is able to draw fr•om the Sun and all other members of the 
Solar Family., and frnm certain other forces,as we will explain ., that which is 
necessary for the perfection of all organisms and corrrooun.ds within the struc
ture of nature as we knowit.rn the ·Eastern Systemtre ascent from the surface 

· of the Earth through these Magnetic Fields to the circumference was like the 
story of the ascent of John in the Book of Revelation, who ascended through 
the Seven Gates, or ascended the Ladder of Seven Stars" Here he went forth 
into a superior state above the material universe, or a state beyond the sur
face of the great Sea of' Heaven, which is the Schamayim, and went forth into 
that whicli,teis above the Firmament, referred to in Genesis. BJ the same pro
cedure if descend into the core of the Earth we finally come to the great 
dark azoic root, the very center of the Earth. The core of each planet is 
different, and it is the core which bestows the great individuality or ~he 
great separateness by which planets become fields for the evolution of liv
ing things without repetition within the structure of the Solar System. The 
azoic core within the Earth corresponds to the sphere of the Fixed Stars, 
and is the link between the planets and the Universe outside of the Solar 
System. So just as the ancient Greeks and Egyptians symbolized the planets' 
orbits around the Earth ascending to the Zodiac, so there was a reverse 
structure descending inwa :l'.'dly until the co1•e of the Earth coz•respondends 
with the extremities outwardlyj and the Zodiac and the core are in full equi
librium. 

In the development of the Earth itself we know that we cannot have the 
ki.nds of connection or bondage that we recognize on the formal plane of life. 
The development and perfection of radi .o and television remind us that it is 
perfectly possible for fields to be en rapport with each other without any 
visible or physical connection between them. Tb.us the entire distribution 
of energy in the Solar System is by what Paracelsus calls Sympathies and An
tipathies, magnetic polarities by which powers are held, drawn or repulsed 
according to the necessar•y mechanism of the occasion" In the development of 
the planet itself the great fields were created, inverted fields which met on 
the surface of the Earth. Now the Earth 8 s surface itself appears to us to be 
one vast spherical expanse , Such is not actually the case at all. The Earth 
is actually a crystal; the Earth is actually one g_f the minute and wonderful 
forms in nature which you will find when you exa.illl :netie structure of crystals. 
You will firid that all crystals are, if fractured or broken., infinite minia
ture representations of themselves. They always break into the same essential 
form as the entire crystal. So each of the parts, though smaller, follows 
the same geometrical pattern as the entire, and if you fracture crystals 
along their lines of fj.ssicn you will have these shapes .infinitely reproduced, 
but smaller each time to hypothetical infinity. 

This is exactly the problem of the planet. The Earth itself consists of 
a magnificent crystalline formation which has lines of fission which are very 
important in the development of esoteric structure and form. These lines of 
f.issim mean that the surface of tl1e Earth is also a miniature of the surface 
Jf Space. And as one of the old teachers said, "Every configuration of the 
Heavens is reflected downward upon the Earth itself." So the outez• surface 
of the Earth and the inner surface of the Heavens have tremendous correspon
dences, and they are nowhere better indicated than in the Chinese astronomy, 
where they will take a globe of the Earth and place the Stars upon it and 
make a celestial and terrestrial globe out of the same sphereo By so doing 
a great many mysteries become clarified. There is a tremendous key there for 
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the understanding of the motions of civilizations~ the development of races, 
and the unfoldment of life within the planet itselfo 

Now life upon a planet is twofold in its origino Llfe is not merely at 
any time one life growing through a vast environment o The Earth as a field 
for the manifestation of creation is a meeting ground for two tremendous 
groups, powers, one of which is represented by the fields extending away from 
the Earth, and the other by the fields extending down into the Eartho Forms 
of life growing from wi t h .in the Earth to the surface form one tremendous 
wave of creatures o Forms of life descending from the Magneti c Fields to the 
Earth form.another wave of life, and the two meet on the surface of the Earth. 
This means 1 £he symbolism involved in the presentation of tnis material we 
have two groups of life principles.which when they meet upon the surface of 
the Earth may or may not be distinguishable, but in the Eastern System they 
are distinctly referred to as the Skyborn and the Earthborn, and the1 have a 
very de.f1.nite meaning, as we shall see when we proceed into other depart
ments of the Hierarchy o But at the moment we are concerned with the great 
Formative Principle wh i ch makes possible the development of the environment 
in which life wit h in th e Earth is to be released 9 a series o.f relating and 
interrelating spheres of e nergy which we cannot possibly adequately describe 
by any system of di.mensions we have today, because in some instances, as the 
ancien t Brahmins pointed. out, these spheres relate so completely that there 
are 86,000 interrelations in one place, each on a different plane of dimen
siono We cannot a c tually capture such a picture; we can only apprCD.ximate the 
effor t to give a concep tio n of the general problem involved o 

In the Mahayana Doc trine we have gotten as far as the Dhyani ·-Chohans or 
Buddhas, the Five Great Powers individualized in the process of creation upon 
the outer field of the Earth's Magnetic Body, the highest of the five bodies. 
These are individua li zed in the substance of Pure Mind. There is a great 
deal of difference betwee n planetary mi.nd and human mi.nd, because planetary 
mind is infinitely vaster i n its unit than the power of the hl!.lllllan mindo And 
there is also a great de a l more to be r•eali .zed in approachi.ng i.t, because 
after all planetary mi nd, like Solar Mind, 11.ke Cosmic Mind_, like the Mind 
of the Gala.xy, i s a degree of the Meditation of Adi-Budd.ha in the Supreme 
Sense of that term, the one Universal power, the one inevitable, eternal 
Consciousness o The Eternal Knower-Meditator is eternally Meditating and 
Knowing noneternal thoughts or manifestations of its own Power o The Dhyani
Buddhas then begin to form the Over-level or Over-power of the Solar System, 
and according to the Ancient Doctrine they correspond with the first five 
signs of the Zodiac~ Aries, Taurus, Gemini_, Cancer and Leo o TheJ are either 
represented in the form of the hollow square ox- the Great Cross, four and one 
in the center; o:r• they are represented as being distributed in a peculiar 
manner around a central circle over which they have power; sometimes it goes 
so far as to allow the Thrones of the Sixth and Seventh which have not yet 
appeared in manifestation o 

Now, what are these Dhyani-Buddhas at the moment'? How shall we try to 
understand them as units of Consciousness in the descent of this particular 
solar structure; what is their relation in our way of life? The-y represent 
as nearly as we can symbolize it the five active sources of conditioned re
flex.es within our own personalitieso ' We say, 11I think; 11 now that may be an 
exaggeration, but we still say ito When we say, III think, 11 we imply that a 
certain quality of activi.ty is to be set in motion, the purpose of the mo
tion and the activity being solution, examination, explanation of_qualities. 
What we actually do when we say, "I think," we would probably have great dif
""'iculty in defining 9 and what we do it with would be still more difficult to 
.efine; therefore, when we say, "I thlnk, 11 we are making a symbolic statement 

of a quality of effort or endeavor or a level of energy upon which we wish to 
Jpera te, or which we are ere a ti.ng or causing or agitating for some purpose or 
othero When we say, "I feel," we are then g.iv.ing a name to a kind of reflex 
that arises within us almost without ou1° permission, and certainly often to 
our embarrassment" We d.o not actually fully understand what we mean when we 
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say, "I think, I feel_ 0 I believe, I hope.1 I fear, I know o II When we get 
around to say.ing, "I know,, 11 we are pretty optimistic, but we do it occasion
ally. But in the processes of naming these things we associate a name with 
a conditi.on which we have come to know and recognize, which we have come to 
estimate in the experience of the use of that condition; or of the faculties, 
energ1es and resources which it implieso Without a full awareness of the 
very procedure itself we are call1ng upon something for a work to be done, 
and ent rusting some extension of Consc iousness within ourselves with the del
icate work of fulfilling, revealing, interpreting something which requires 
such attentiono 

In the Eastern Mahayana School, what we would call the Dhyani-Buddhis 
are these Powers which we would say are thoughts ., emotions, feelings , in
stincts , convictions, words we toss around :with a great deal of ease, but 
which we have never experienced by Internal Meditation. The faculties and 
energies we have available are the indications of our participations in these 
qualities o The Dhyani-Buddhas themselves} as are all these Powers in Nature, 
are always represented as enthroned, as seated, as profoundly engrossed in 
contemplation, as completely i.nternalized. This is because all their resour
ces are being poured into the sphere which they are maintaining by Will and 
Yoga. The Brahmin tells us -1-,ha,t wh~ Brahma awakes the Universe dissolves, 
becaus e it is only when he meditates pon it, or in sleep loses h:isown sense 
of identity in creation, that it exis so The moment he 1•estores hi.s own iden
tity it ceaseso Now a great motion, an enormous breath, running into hun
dreds of millions of years measures that loss and restoration of identity, 
and it is called the Age of ~rahmao In the Buddhistic Metaphysical Concept 
the Dhyani-Buddha.s are thes&_ difficult to explain but constantly used avail
abilit 1es of our internal resources. They are not perso-.\s; they should nev
er be considered as personsJ but they are seated on the plane of Abstract 
Mind, which is Mind completely separate from the conditions of objectivity. 

The Higher or Arupa-Manas is Mind contemplating only itselfo This Mind 
contemplating itself is not attempting to do that; it is not doing that by 
choice, it is doing it by the inev .itable fact that that is its ultimate capac
ity. It has no possibility of being interpreted as selfish or unselfish , it 
is the inevitable motion of Mind to contemplate the mystery of its own nature. 
Mind is not personal; it has no ax to grind on th.i.s leveL It has no ulter 
ior motive. It i.s the i .nevi table purpo se of its elf to know its elf, and on 
the highest plane of Mind that is 1ts only attribute or activi:ty; it exists 
only in the state of Self-knowing,on the level of Mind, not on the level of 
Cosmic Consciousness. So the Dhyani-Buddhas seated in this circl e have the 
qualities which the Greeks bestowed upon the concept of the Ego, which they 
assumed to be located at that part of the composite organism of the human 
being . 11he sense of Selfhood is always presumed to be at the apex of the 
pyramid of the personal ty; namely, located in the highest part of the mental 
nature o Again, remember what I said about Mind_. that it is not to be con
sidered in the rather bad sen;i.antic way in wh.ich we think of Mind now, merely 
as intellectual gymnastics. It has not that connotation in any way whatso
ever. Moving downward .), there.fore, in Consciousness from the mental nature of 
the planet to the physical nature or body of the planet, we have these orbits, 
these spheres, and through them descendi ing the Powers of these Buddhaso 

We will have to explain or interpret the descent of these Powers in the 
arrangemen t as it is giver, i.n the Northern School. It will not be possible 
for us to burden you with a whole sequence of T.ibetan and North Asiatic terms 
and names; we will gain nothing by it and shall use as few as we can, and try 
to remain on the level of the principles involved. Assuming what we have had 
as a general pattern, we kn0w that from each of the Dhyani-Buddhas ther e must 
be a series of emanations; these emanation s reall:y being a sequence of de
creasing Consciousness - less and less and less as it descends through each 
plane. The ref ore, the descent is introversionaL Each time the material in
to which the Meditation passes is grosser• or denser the Self-power. or the 
Power of the Meditation i.s more completely inhib.itec1, restricted., bound, sub-
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merged, until it is finally apparently lost, or practically so, in the de
velopment downward into matter . Each of the five Es9teric Dhyani-Buddhas 
has therefore a series of emanations like the Sephiroth of the ancient Hebrew 
System, and from the Dhya.ni-Buddhas themselves come the Celestial Bodhisatvas. 
When we look around in oriental art we usually see Bodhisatvas as robed in
dividuals with beautiful crowns, .lflnd very elaborate chignons on top their 
heads, looking very majestic, placi.d and peaceful. But let us remember for 
once and for all that these are symbols . The Bodhisatvas are not persons 
and never were cons.idered as such. They are not angels, they are not arch
angelso They are not beings at all, as we know beings . In the inevitable 
nature of things we must assume that all entities have being, and that all 
beings are entities . But for the experience purposes of the human being he 
can never, except through the development of fantasy thr ough himself, exper
ience the embodiment or personification o.f these Powers . 

The Celestial Bodhisatvas are actually a degree of the descent of Con
sciousness from the pure state of Mind, which is the level of the Dhyani
Buddha. The search of the Self-knower, th€ experience of .immersion in i.llu
sion, produces the Celestial BodhiS3tva Consciousness, which we call the 
sphere of concrete or objective Mind. The Universal or Abstract Mind takes 
its place within the form o.f the concrete Mind, and Mind _, per se, becomes 
Mind the Thinker, Mind the Seeker, Mind the dimensioned Instrument, and the 
great principle or quality of Mind, the Dhyani-Buddha behind, is no longer 
manifested or known to us. This is not our Mind, but the Earth 1 s Mind, the 
Mind of the Solar Systemj the Mind of the Cosmos, but in each case it i .s a 
Bodhisatvicemanation; it is an extension of a quality 1nto the limitation of 
itself, by this limi.tati.on gaining intensity in some direction by losing ex
tensity in an another direction. Specialization, we call it . It i s the Power 
intensifying certain phases of itself by restricting the area of itself,just 
as creation itself is the restriction of area in place, by means of which the 
element of matter is forced i .nto a state of objective crystallization. 

In the Bodhivatvic descent the Celestial Bodhisatvas, therefore, are the 
princi.ple of the Earth's Mind emerging as the Fact of the Earth Thinker. And 
here we have what we call the Mind of what we call Nature, the Mind of the 
Earth, the mental power which administers the a.cti.vities of the mundane 
sphere as we have come to understand that sphere. Next from the Celestial 
Bodhisatva is projected or pressed into .manifestation the Terrestrial Bodhi
satva, its correspondent, its development or extension downward into a great
er degree of Consc1ousness obscuration. And the Terrestrial Bodhisatva rep
resents the higher Emotional Power of the planet . Here we have in the planet 
the Power which produces the infinite diversity of wonderful color, wonder
ful light and shades, of magnificent sound and harmony. Here we have the 
Power that integrates the planet into the joy of the artist and the musician, 
in which we have available patterns of such extreme and supreme music that 
we are amazed at the wonder which produces them, at the tremendous sense of 
order whi~h maintains them . Then i .n turn these reflections extend once more 
into the lower field, into the field of the Magnetic or Vital Body of the 
Earth, where are seated what are called the Manushi Buddhas . Now the Manu
shi Buddhas are the ones that are coming 1rito manifestation physically. Re
member, the physical. world is not a pri.nciple; therefore, it does not have 
a Supreme Power manifesting as its principle or its collective . It is a re
ceptacle of Powers, and therefore, over it in what the Northern Buddhists 
calls the Tushita Heaven is the abode of the incarnating Buddhas, who have to 
come down into manifestation as the Teachers and are to be the final gather
ing into the least possible degree of perfection of certain great systems of 
instruction, which are called the Hierarchy. These Buddhas ,i.n turn, looking 
down from the .Tushita Heaven into the dark abyss of matter choose their 
bodies, and these bodies are usually selected from such human types as are 
most suitable to the ministry, and the incarnation of the Buddha into one of 
these personifications or bodies is a further restriction of Power and re
quires the mysterious procedure of release which is described in the life 
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s tory of the Gre a t Bu.ddha. of the Arya n Cycle 9 the Buddha Gautama 0 

Here we have a great many other thi ngs we have to consider , beca use we 
are now descending from above; we a re descending upon the Order of th e In
forme rs, or the Instructors or Teachers, who accomplish their purp ose by re
ducing themselves to uso And in order to make this reduction a volu nt ary 
sacr ifice of their own Consciousness and Power, they become so compres sed 
they be come the seed of salvation in the creature they are serving and must 
esca pe and be r•eleased through that ere a ture through the voluntary Medit ation 
of that creation in t h e search for Truth. So these Powers descendin g do not 
desce nd as persons, but as restrictions or limitations of Consciousness , and 
thes e degrees of Consciousness are these Hierarchies that are referred t o in 
diffe rent Northern Schools, where the im~ges or symbols are always pres ent o 
The five Dhyani Buddhas do not incarnate simultaneously, but sequentiall y, 
and each one of them will produce out of itself more than one Celestial Bod
hi satva o These in turn may produce from themselves more than one Terres trial 
Bodhisatva, and these again may each produce more than one Manushi Buddha, 
or one about to be advented into the final submergence for the salvati on of 
the worldo This descent does not necessarily mean that the Ray of the Dhyani 
Buddha must always descend through one organism until it finally is embodied 
in one person . That is not the EasteJ:•n concepto It may have more than one 
embodiment simultaneously; but the superior Power can never be divided in re
lat ion to the inferior ; it may produce many, but it will always be oneo 
Ther efore , the di.vision is always downwa:r•d, but as we ascend it is alw ay s 
a re turn to a unit or a quality of fulnesso 

In the System under consideration, just as a simple example, the 
Dhyani Buddha Amitabha 3 the Lord of Boundless Light, is the Fourth of the 
Grea t Order of Dhyani Principleso It 1.s the abstraction of Conscious ne ss of 
Univ ersal Illumination o Now Am.:Ltabha as the Fourth has to be precede d by 
thre e others who prepare the way for him, or for that Light. But the prin
cipl e of Amitabha is the Absolute Principle of Light by identity. In ot her 
word s, it is not Light .:Lmparted; it is Light fu l ly experienced as Fact. It 
is Perfect Light perfe c t l y knowing itself and deficient in nothingo It i s 
ther efore called Boundless Light.I' and in this Light the Source, the Method, 
the End; the Cause and the Effect are in perfect and comple~e unificati on 
witho ut division o It is Light undivided, Light unconditiotr, and th eref ore 
Light utterly invisibleo It is the root of Light, it is Llght bef ore it has 
been objectified and thereby making possible the existence of shadow. The 
grea t principle of Amitabha is also Light in the principle of Perfect Wisdom . 
Perfe ct Love, Perfect Knowledge.I' Perfect Work. It is the Absolute Ful lness 
of Light upon all planes inferior to its own nature; that is, downward into 
the experience of matter o .Amitabha as Amitabha remains.I' and as a body of 
Amit abha for our solar system is composed of the substance of the Para nirvana. 
In other words, a human Savant or human Sage or human Arhat , assu min g he 
acco mplishes the Paranir -vana, which is the final absorption into Light , is 
abso rbed into Amitabha; but that absorption is theoretical rather th an fact
ual , according to the Northern Buddhist School,and in certain Souther n 
Schoo ls the immediate possibility of this Light is emphasizedo But i n the 
North ern School there is 1nterposed between the human aspiring Consci ou sness 
and the Paranirvana the mystery o.f the Middle Distance, or Middle Hea ven, 
Sukh avati_. which is equivalent to the Nirvana 9 which is the extinction of ne
gatio n but not the accomplishment of fulfillment o There are very many impor
tan t clinical steps in the Eastern System for the achievement of cert a i n de
gree s of Illumination toward reabsorption in the Dhyani Buddha; reabs orption 
meaning not that we are absorbed in them; no, but that they in us retu rn to 
them selveso Let us carefully remember that o We are not absorbed in any thing. 
Tha t which we call Consciousness was always part of these things, and th ere
fore through release returns to itself and its own nature, and Paranirv ana 
is t he identification of the fragment with i.ts own sourceoit is not a s t r ange 
crea ture se.eking a sour•ce unknown; it is nothing but a mysterious way of t he 
tra veler returning home o It is the locked Consciousness gradually achi e ving 
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freedom, and in this way augmenting the conscious Meditat.ion of Amitabha, 
but we will have to go into that a little later, as I want to go j_nto some
thing else immediately o 

The Celestial Bodhisatva of this Power will be the extension of Univer
sal Boundless Light into i .ts next modification o Boundless L:Lght implies with
in itself not only the substance of its own suff.iciency, but the need or tre
mendous cry of that which is striving to return to that which is necessary or 
inevitable. Therefore the Power reflects downward into the Terrestrial Bodhi
satva, or Power that releases downward . There are rr~ny more steps in hetween, 
but for our purpose I am golng to eliminate a good many of them, just to 
show you the diagrammatic procedure, because otherwi.se we would soon get in
to tr>ouble. When Amitabha moves downward onto the plane of Emotion, onto 
the Kama plane - not Karm!:i, but Kama, desire - then Eternal and Boundless 
Light becomes-the emotional equivalent of itself, which is a restriction of 
itself, but is still in no way a departure from its own essent i al nature. It 
is a limitation. But the Boundless Light of Ami.tabha on the plane of Mind, 
reflected onto the plane of Desire, becomes the Desire of Light. Not the 
desire for Light, but the Desire of Ligb.to It is Light itself as Desi.re, 
and on that plane Amitabha is manifested as the Ter•restrial Bodhisatva, 
Avalokiteshwara, or Kwan-yin, the Goddess of Mercy. This is the direct 
Diety or Power of Consciousnesso Deity is not a good term, Power of Con
sciousness is better ., but it i.s Consci .ousness as the Desire of Light, and 
on this level it manifests as the Universal Compassion. Therefore , Avaloki
teshwara, or Kwan-yin,is the Bodhisatva of Compassion, f1,nd Compassion is per
fect Light on the plane of Love. It is the same principle but has been re
duced to a different specialization or differenti.a tion, because always the 
middle quality is the link between superiors and inferiors o The superior de
scending must pass through the Middle Di.stance and • descend. The inferior 
ascending must pass through the Middle Distance and a.scendo Thereforer Com
passion becomes the gate, the gate of descent of Light, and the gate of 
the ascent of Aspiration, or the release of Li.ght. Thus, that which is the 
Bodhisatva on its own level becomes the discipline on the level of the dis
ciple, the attempt to achieve identity with the condition by the practice of 
the condition, by the experience of the condition within himself. In all the 
Eastern systems the unfoldment is through a series of experiences and not 
through a series of instructions of any kindo The instruction only goes far 
enough to assist the individual to be capable of the experience, or• the di
rection into the patterns by which experience is possible. No Eastern dis
ciple is considered schooled or• learned because he knows all; he is only 
measured in terms of what he has experienced as Consciousness within himself. 
,:;> All teaching is therefore only important to the degree it makes the in
dividual receptive to the processes by which Consciousness is possible for 
him. It goes no further than that in actual discipl .ine. The Terrestrial 
Bodhisatva Avaloki teshwara., or the Goddess of Mercy ., then reflects downward 
to become the basis of the embodiment, and as the bas.is of the embodiment 
on 1~he leve 1 of the Vital plane, - you see, vitality .is the basis of the 
next motion, the precipitation into the ministry. The energy of the world, 
the power to function here must be bestowed in order that the Teacher or the 
Avatar may manifest. So on the plane of Vitality, the Tushita Br1dge, as it 
is called, the Bridge of Ether, the Terrestrial Bodhisatva, Aval okiteshwara, 
becomes the Manushi Buddha, Shakyamuni., or the Great O~r~ ·the One who is to 
be bor •n as the Lion, the symbol always of the Sun and of the Light Principle. 
'!'.¥is in turn, when the time came, in the form of the White Elephant with the 

ix tusks,hovered over Maya, the Queen of Kapllavastu, and the Manushi Budd
.1a was born into this world through the body of Gautama Si ddartha., Prince of 
Ttapilavastu o Here the sequence was complete O Therefore, in the body of the 
Maha yanna System we lmow that the mess age , the quality of the messenger, the 
purpose of the ministry is descending in an orderly manner from the Fourth 
Dhyani Budcll1a, and the Guatama is the embodiment on the physical plane of 
certain moods of Corn"cl ous ne ss) of wh:!.ch Ami tabha is the su.bs tanne ,' Boundless 
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Light. 

Now each of the Dhyanis have a different Light or Ray; a. different be
stowal to make and to glveo Each one of them moves into manifestation in this 
Great Descent by Hierarchy 9 and this Hierarchy .in its own measure forms one 
great part of the Descent of the Supreme Manifestation into Consciousness. 
But there is another part that parallels the work of the Great Teachers, be
cause in life there are two Orders functioning parallel constantlyo The great 
system of Consciousness Meditation represented by the entire Descent from the 
Dhyani Buddhas is polarized against something else that exists, and this oth
er thing which exists is the vast plane within whicb the experience takes 
place, - Spacej which is of course, as I told you, equivalent in substance to 
the tremendous power of Adi-Budd.hi,- the first and Supreme Agent. But the firt 
motion of Space, as I said. 9 was polarizationo We have now followed down 
through the embodiment of the Dhyani-Buddhas the positive pole of this divi
sion of Space. On the opposite side of this Great Pattern there comes another 
motion, and . these two motions have to constantly meet and mingle, and in our 
system of life, as we know it now, these two motions constitute the Church 
and the State. We have followed down the great program. of the redemption or 
unfoldment of life 9 but there is something else we have to bear in mind: All 
growth, all unfoldment, all involution, and all evolution take place wit.h:1.n 
the framework of Law. 1rherefore, we have at a given time a twofold Hiera:r~hy, 
the Priest and the King. We have this hierarchy even perpetuated today (up 
to recent months) in a country like Tibet, where you have the Dalai-Lama, who 
has the embodiment of temporal power of the great Hierarchy, and the Panchan 
Lama or Tashi Lama, of Tashilunpo, who was the embodiment of the spirit-
ual Hierarchy, and was one of the rays of Avalokiteshwarao 

These Powers have to work together, because whatever happens, happens 
within a Great Plan, and this Plan represents the Power of the Cosmos, the 
Power of the Great Hierarchy beyond the Solar System; the Power of the Zodi
ac and of the planets; the Power of the immense Whole Patter•n, whi.ch can and 
.nust never be violated by any of its partR. So down through this particular 
division we have the descent of another Great Order, which is called the Or
der of the Prajapatis; and the Prajapatis descend on a pattern identical with 
the Buddhas and the Bodhisatvas, but now always on the planes of the Universal 
framework which must rise to meet the growth of every living thing. The mo
ment your Consciousness changes in any detail you will come into a new pat
tern of law., and it is this new pattern of law that must be and. always is in
flexible, so as the Consciousness develops one pattern the Law moves to meet 
it, and everything that is done in fulfillment produces that fulfillment as 
an inevitable fact . Now most of us are not too fond of the thought of law; 
we regard it as a limitation upon our free world, and yet law is just as 
much necessary to us as hope. We must have the double pattern which only fin
ally meets in the Universal Consciousness itse1fo There, there can be no 
difference between the Law and the Prophet; but in our plane of manifesta
tion there is this polarization processo 

So while a degree of Consciousness is unfolding within an organism, that 
organism is involved in an environmento You as a person on your way in your 
growth toward becomi.ng a better person

3 are moving in one direction, and that 
direction is from within outwardo At the same time you are functioning in 
an environment which is pressing upon you from the outside producing what in 
a great many instances may be regarded as confli.ct, the conflict between the 
individual and the situation in which he finds himselfo Now the Mahayana 
System may have developed up among the glaciers, but it was startli.ngly aware 
~ pressure, and in its philosophy it took into consideration the tremendous 
.:sistance of the static of environment against the individual, and what ap

-.ears to be the conflict between large patterns and the indiv1dual growth 
hich is occurring within these patternso And the Prajapatis, or the great 

Law Givers, the Revealers, :repres ent the constant revelation of the Plan, 
which is the result of the constant unfoldment of ourselveso 

Thus as we grow in one dlrection we become aware in the other directiono 

, 1 \/· 1/ 1 ; 
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As we move in Space toward liberation we become more and more cognizant of 
the vast machinery of p1·ocedure o In other words, we do not ascend imme
diately without expedience. and leave all this behind without further thought. 
We are ~_constantly becoming aware of something., even as we are constantly be
coming ourselves. So our own growth invokes out of nature laws that are not 
operative until we call them into action . Humanity today .is using laws which 
were not in use a mill.ion years ago 9 and. the inventor knows that discovery is 
almost always merely the recogn.i tion of something that has always been, but 
has not until this moment been recognized . All right then, in the process of 
growth we invoke or draw forth out of nature infinite capa city we did not pre
viously recognize . We recognize these capaci .ties as an orderly framework, an 
infinite potential which we are caliing upon as we require this potential. 
Or perhaps it might be better to say that the mere fact we experience the 
need reveals, releases, or justifies the manifestati.on of the thing needed. 
And as a result of that the Hierarchy is represented as composed of the Great 
Orders of the Lawgivers repr•esenting the pattern which is infi.nitely reveal
ed_, and the revelation of this pattern is finall-r the great intellectual 
growth. And intellectual growth on the one hand, the emotional growth on the 
other comi.ng through the Great Descent of the Teaching Hierarchyj the mental 
growth through the Great Descent of the Governing Hierarchy, these two pro
cesses together result gradually in the indivi.du.alization of the two circles 
of a planet or a person that have previously been auric fields in common, 
which we mentioned at the very beginning, because they represent the unfold
ment of Consciousness on the Buddhic Plane and on the Atmic Plane, and when 
these two are developed we shall be capable of the conscious experience of 
life on the Buddhic Plane, which is perfect intul tional appercepti .on, and we 
shall be able to have t he absolute conscious participation in Truth on the 
Atmic Pla ne, and this co1•responds with the Great Power of the Lawp:i vers. 

With these two Orders coming together,meeting and mingling, Light call
ing upon Truth, Truth revealing itself to Li .ghtj and the two work.tng togeth
er constitute again the great planetary structurej the Teaching Hierarchy 
descending through the upper levels to the surface of the Ear•th, and the 
great Lawgiving Hierarchy a sc ending from below _, so that the Law and the 
Prophet, the two Dispensation.s,9meet on the surface o.f the Earth and inter
blend to constitute the environment of human Consci .ousness" Now if we get 
these two pol.a:r•ities in our minds to know exactly what they mean and how we 
intend to use them, we shall be ready on the next lesson to see the unfold
ment of the Government and the School upon the Earth through the study and 
unfoldment of the Races and the Orders of Life, and how out of this compound, 
which is generative, there is created the Grea-t School on the Earth, or 
brought into existence by the Power o.f Universal Law moving, and the Power 
of Universal Consciousness meeting it. It is one of the most extraordinary 
patterns or designs we are capable of i.magining, anc;:l the working together of 
these two Principles will be :the next subject, and I think that is about 
enough for now. 
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